PURPOSE BUILT SECURITY FOR
THE SMALL BUSINESS WEBSITE

Website Security
Protect your investment
and your customers
with Cyflare. A hacked
website can lead to
search engine blacklisting,
infected customers, email
blacklists, website data
loss and more.

Real-time Alerts
Let Cyflare alert you in
real-time should your
website become infected
with malware. We will
simplify the process and
make it easy to understand
what happened and how
to address the problem.
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Constant Monitoring
Cyflare Pulse monitoring
will scan your web host
and complete website to
make sure it is not under
attack and has not been
infected. We monitor
24x7x365 with our security
platform and a live security
research team.

Contact Us
sales@cyflare.com
www.cyflare.com
877.729.3527

Website Security Stats

It’s Easy To Get
Started
To get started with Cyflare
and begin the monitoring and
alerting service you don’t
need to do anything. We can
non-invasively and remotely
scan your web host and
website to determine if there
are security issues.
For more in depth monitoring
we will simply need “SSH”
username and password
in order to configure our
scanners to search through
all files in your website. This
information is easily obtained
from your hosting provider.

45,000 SITES
On average number of
newly infected websites
per week

20%
Percentage of websites
that will be hacked again
within 30 days after
cleaning up the initial
infection

75%
Percentage of legitimate
websites have unpatched
vulnerabilities

15,000,000
Browser warning
presented by Google to
end users due to sites
being infected

3%
Sites hosted by godaddy
that are infected

20%
Amount of traffic
reduction seen by
website owners once
infected

100% CUSTOMER SUPPORT
Cyflare is purpose built for the small business website
owner that does not have the time or the knowledge
of website security problems, how to combat them or
how to fix them when disaster strikes.
Cyflare sends easy to understand alerts providing
information on exactly what is infected and how to
address the issue.
Our expert security team will work with you to provide
options on cleaning the infection, restoring all
services and getting your website back online.
Our job is to make it easy for you to keep your website
protected, online and be the marketing tool or revenue
stream you intended it to be.

